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Bringing Up Baby Abolitionists
Reeling from the reams of prose he had digested when
he reviewed volume 3 of William Lloyd Garrison’s collected leers in 1976, James Brewer Stewart titled his essay “Garrison Again, and Again, and Again, and Again.”
e character Stewart discovered in Garrison’s 1841-1849
correspondence was not so much a ﬁery young zealot
as a father ﬁgure who had created a religious community among immediatist abolitionists and who, in his role
as chief arbiter, managed to preserve the traditions of
abolitionism at the same time that he sustained spiritual
consensus in the immediatist ranks.[1] e question that
Harriet Hyman Alonso poses in her study of the Garrison children is whether “Father Garrison” was as successful in maintaining unity of political thought and group
loyalty in the ﬁve children that he and his wife Helen
raised to adulthood. On the whole, she ﬁnds that while
ﬁlial devotion and an appreciation of their father’s legacy
were critical to their own identities, the next generation
of Garrisons also inherited his outspokenness and occasionally clashed with him on political issues.

to treasure their father’s legacy as a fearless crusader for
human rights.
Reconstructing the domestic life of a nineteenthcentury family is not easy, and at times Alonso is reduced
to speculation. To cite but a few instances, in discussing
George Garrison, the oldest child, Alonso reckons that
the fugitive slave case that “might” have made the biggest
impact on George was that of Anthony Burns in 1854
(p. 140); that “i” any member of the vigilance commiee
who aempted to free Burns served as a role model for
George, it was “probably” omas Wentworth Higginson
(p. 141); that the Dred Sco decision in 1857 “must” have
interested George considerably and “may have arisen” as
a topic of discussion at the Nininger Lyceum that George
frequented (p. 148); and that although George did not describe how he spent his Sundays in this period, “it is likely
that he sometimes joined friends at church and oen for
dinner” (p. 149).
e reader cannot help but wish for less speculation
on such maers and more aention to family dynamics.
ere is, for example, a well-known event in Garrison
family history that Alonso chooses to underplay. ose
who have read Garrison’s leers will remember that Garrison wrote of inadvertently scalding one of his children
to death. Always a fan of alternative medical treatments,
Lloyd had arranged for his six-year-old son Charley to
sit on a steam chair when Charley suﬀered from a fever.
Before the treatment ended, Charley cried out that the
steam was too hot. Lloyd explained later that in answer
he had “appealed to his lile manhood” and persuaded
Charley to remain on the chair.[2] at decision proved
fatal, as Lloyd discovered when he helped Charley oﬀ
the chair at the conclusion of the session. e skin on
poor Charley’s backside was seared. Infection set in, and
Charley died four days later.
ese are the kinds of scenes that send biographers
racing to their word processors, as it is hard to imagine

As Alonso describes life in the Garrison household,
she stresses the joy that Lloyd and Helen Garrison found
in their children as well as the eﬀorts they made to educate them broadly. e family was never aﬄuent, and
Helen frequently was burdened not only with housekeeping and the care of seven children (two of whom died
before maturity) but also with feeding and entertaining
the many guests that her husband invited to their home.
Lloyd was outspoken in his defense of women’s rights,
but as Alonso notes, his wife Helen seled into a traditional gender role, leaving political organizing and public speaking to Lloyd. Alonso also points out that neither
parent expected their one surviving daughter to pursue a
career; that was a path they expected of their four boys.
Nevertheless, Alonso argues that for the most part the
young Garrisons enjoyed considerable freedom and permissiveness as children and that they learned early on
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an episode more stunning or more potentially revealing
of family dynamics and the practical application of gender roles. Alonso recounts this story in an early chapter,
noting that Helen fell into a deep depression aer Charlie’s death and that she was furious with Lloyd. Surprisingly, Alonso then drops the subject, declining to use this
startling tale as a window into Garrison family relationships. What eﬀect did this event have on the children’s
understanding of their father? Or on Lloyd’s relationship to Helen? What does it tell us about the dynamics
of power in the Garrison home? What can we learn about
how the Garrison family dealt with anger? In what ways
did this trauma inﬂuence the children later in life when
they became parents? Alonso does not say. Since she is
willing to speculate on other issues, such as how George
Garrison spent his Sundays in the 1850s, it is odd that
Alonso pulls back from a closer examination of family
dynamics. Particularly since Wendell and Frank Garrison
wrote a biography of their father, Alonso had opportunities to see not only how Lloyd’s sons sought to tweak his
public image but also how their published descriptions
of their father matched up with their private experiences
with him.
roughout her study, Alonso avoids psychologizing
the Garrisons. e result is a rather ﬂat narrative, given
that her goal is to explicate how “growing up abolitionist” shaped the children’s sense of self. Alonso’s basic
premise is that Lloyd’s high ideals gave his children a
sense of calling as well as providing them with a family identity. e challenge the children faced as adults
was to combine ﬁlial piety with the trademark Garrisonian determination never to waver in one’s opinions, no
maer what others (even Lloyd) thought.
In Alonso’s telling, the eldest son, George, struggled
most with the family legacy. He was oen dependent
on his younger siblings for ﬁnancial support and, alone
among the Garrisons, he renounced paciﬁsm and enlisted
in the Union army in the Civil War. His brother Wendell
wrote for the Nation, taking political stands that Lloyd

oen found too conservative. Brother Frank worked at
the Houghton Miﬄin publishing company, and brother
William, who made a name for himself in the wool business, found in Henry George’s single-tax movement a
cause just as compelling as abolitionism had been for
Lloyd. Sister Fanny married a German immigrant named
Henry Villard, who in time earned enough money to li
Fanny out of Garrisonian poverty into fabulous wealth.
Aer her children were raised and her husband had died,
Fanny became a patron of a number of political reforms,
most famously in her work against militarism during
World War I.
William Lloyd Garrison is one of the most fascinating ﬁgures of American history, and generations of scholars have tried to penetrate his psyche to explain the incredible energy and dogged determination that Garrison
brought to the antislavery and peace movements of the
nineteenth century. Alonso has chosen to examine Garrison family life in an eﬀort to show readers how Lloyd’s
children carried on his legacy. Readers will wish that she
had told us more about the dynamics between the children and their parents as well as about the ways in which
the children negotiated, individually and collectively, the
burden of living up to a father who was a famous political
radical. Any light that Alonso can shed on this question is
valuable, and historians are indebted to her for this study.
Readers will come away from this book glad to have become beer acquainted with the inner workings of this
singular American family, but also aching to know more.
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